January
9 Pre-History Symposium: Paul Lane, University of York. Postcolonial Archaeology in sub-Saharan Africa: Indigeneity, Hybrid Knowledge and Useable Pasts. 3:00 in 404 Grinter

20 SASA lunch: Jillian Jensen, University of Florida. Implications of Neopatrimonial Governance for Large-scale Irrigation Development and Water Sector Reform in Swaziland. 11:45 in 471 Grinter

22 Baraza: Andy Tatem, University of Florida. Malaria Elimination Feasibility on the Islands of Zanzibar. 3:30 in 404 Grinter

28-30 Gwendolen M. Carter Conference: Bridging Conservation and Development in Latin America and Africa. Reitz Union

February
10 SASA lunch: Vincent Medjibe, University of Florida. Improved Forest Management as an Approach to Climate Change Mitigation in the Congo Basin. 11:45 in 471 Grinter

12 Baraza: Abdourahman Waber, Claremont McKenna College. The French Debate on National Identity and Africa. 3:30 in 404 Grinter


19 Baraza: James Murphy, Clark University. Can ICT Transform African Industries? Assessing the Prospects and Challenges for Small Enterprises in Urban Tanzania. 3:30 in 404 Grinter

26 Baraza: Abdalla Adamu, Bayero University. Islam, Popular Culture, and Transnationalism in Northern Nigeria. 3:30 in 404 Grinter

March
3 SASA lunch: Yang Jiao, University of Florida. When Chinese Entrepreneurs meet African Regulations: a Case Study from Ghana. 11:45 in 471 Grinter

17 Modern African Cinema series: Kukurantumi: The Road to Accra. 7pm @ ACLD HQ Library

19 Baraza: Katwiwa Mule, Smith College. Tanzanian Theater After the Arusha Declaration: Women Playwrights and the Dream of Equality. 3:30 in 404 Grinter


April
7 SASA lunch: Andrew Wilson, University of Florida. Language Challenges and Education in Botswana. 11:45 in 471 Grinter

9 Baraza: Cecile Dolisane-Ebosse, University of Yaounde I. Feminism and Cultural Identity in African Cinema: the Films of Sembene Ousmane. 3:30 in 404 Grinter


16 Baraza: Johanna Bond, Washington & Lee University. Marriage Law in Commonwealth Africa: The Conflict Between Custom and Constitutionalism. 3:30 in 404 Grinter

21 Modern African Cinema series: No Time to Die. 7pm @ ACLD HQ Library